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Abstract: ChatGPT, a large-scale language model, holds significant potential for providing consistent 
and timely feedback, thereby offering comprehensive support across various dimensions of writing. 
However, existing research is limited in its exploration of the specific impact of ChatGPT's written 
feedback on English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners with low language proficiency. This study 
delves into the effects of ChatGPT feedback on such learners, utilizing data from prompt-feedback 
interactions and subsequent interview analyses. The findings reveal that the essay reviewing process, 
involving interactions with ChatGPT in English, posed substantial challenges for the learners. 
Additionally, the study suggests that ChatGPT's written feedback has limitations in effectively enhancing 
the writing skills of learners in this proficiency category. 
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1. Introduction 

The emergence of ChatGPT has heralded a revolutionary transformation in the realm of second 
language teaching, resulting in a surge of scholarly literature in aiding English language teaching and 
learner development. The majority of research findings indicate substantial enhancements in academic 
performance when aided by AI technologies [1]. Hsieh et al. (2020) found that the presence of robots 
positively impacted student confidence in the learning process. Furthermore, the use of AI chatbots and 
tutors, as highlighted by Yang & Shulruf (2019), not only boosted students’ confidence but also 
contributed to a reduction in learning anxiety. Despite two studies reporting no statistically significant 
change in academic performance, both Topal et al. (2021) and Yang & Shulruf (2019) observed increased 
learning interest and confidence among students. While AI can be an invaluable tool in the assessment 
and feedback process, it is not without its limitations, particularly in comprehending intricate subject 
matter, contextual nuances, and the distinctive qualities of individual students' work [4] [5]. Moreover, there 
is a lack of standardized criteria for evaluating the appropriateness of grading systems across diverse 
contexts [6]. More importantly, the intelligent system primarily contributes in delivering feedback that 
enables learners to engage in meaningful discussions with GPT, following the receipt of feedback. It is 
the dynamic process of interactions empower learners and augment their writing abilities. However, 
studies on the personalized learning offered by AI technologies still needs more evidence [7]. To fill in 
this gap, this study takes a qualitative approach to examine the cognitive engagement of low proficiency 
(LP) in the writing process with the chatbot. 

2. Literature review  

Research on taking advantages of intelligent tools to provide writing feedback to EFL learners dates 
back to AWE systems [8], such as Criterion, WriteToLearn, PiGai, etc. [9]. Research report that users of 
Grammarly demonstrate superior performance compared to their counterparts in second language (L2) 
writing tasks [10], and the positive impact of AI-based written feedback on students’ motivation and self-
efficacy for L2 writing [11]. Initial attempts to integrate a chatbot-centered approach for supporting second 
language (L2) writing among learners also yielded commendable results [12]. 

Unlike Grammarly, ChatGPT goes beyond grammar and style suggestions, providing assistance with 
structure, coherence, and argumentation. It excels in understanding and responding to the broader context 
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of text, offering more nuanced feedback. Additionally, ChatGPT can generate creative content 
suggestions and assist with idea generation, making it a valuable tool for writers seeking a more diverse 
and holistic writing assistance. Studies on the impact of ChatGPT in the field of education cover a range 
dimensions, such as enhancing creativity and critical thinking [13], aiding in medical exam preparation 
[14], and empowering learners in engineering education [15]. Texts generated by ChatGPT received acclaim 
for their overall quality, original content, and proficiency in composing literature reviews [16]. 

While the above-mentioned studies have explored the assistive role of AI in written feedbacks, few 
studies concern with how much ChatGPT empowers LP (low proficiency) learners’ writing abilities, and 
evidence on the relationship between the effectiveness prompts and that of ChatGPT’s feedback is scarce. 
To narrow the research gap, the study has used ChatGPT 3.5 to investigate how eight LP students engaged 
with ChatGPT to revise their writings based on the feedback provided. This qualitative approach is 
guided by the following research questions:  

(1) What are the general features of feedbacks generated by proficiency learners? 

(2) How do LP learners cognitively engaged in processing feedback provided by ChatGPT? 

3. Methods  

3.1 Context and Participants 

All together eight undergraduates aged 19 to 20 participated voluntarily. They are taught by the same 
teacher for two semesters. All the students are majoring in software engineering and have attended one 
semester of the English writing course. Both their writing scores and CET 4 (a national college English 
test in China) scores are below the average in the whole grade.  

3.2 Data Collection  

Data sources included student texts, student screenshots of conversations (prompts and responses) 
with ChatGPT, and student interviews. 

In stage 1, all the participants were given an essay topic “Is technology making people less creative?”. 
They were expected to work out an essay with 200 to 300 words and under the framework required by 
the writing course. They were required to submit their first E-copy draft within a week. During the 
process, they were not allowed to use any intelligent tools to aid their writing. In stage 2, trainings were 
provided to the participants on how to create effective prompts in English. Participants were instructed 
to give clear instructions by providing a specific request (e.g., grammar check, sentence structure advice, 
vocabulary suggestions), suggest a clear reference point (e.g., “Please review the second paragraph”), 
and review suggestions to decide whether to accept or reject suggestions. Emphasis was put on 
understanding the reasons behind the feedback rather than getting corrections. In stage 3, participants 
interacted with ChatGPT to elicit feedbacks on their essays in English. They had one week to revise their 
essay and were required to save the screenshots of the whole process of interactions with ChatGPT. In 
stage 4, participants submitted their screenshots and final-drafted essay. In stage 5, each student attended 
a one-on-one interview (in Mandarin) around 30 min. All the interviews were recorded and saved in 
audio track.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

The quantity and quality of ChatGPT feedbacks were calculated and analyzed. Participants were 
required to count the number of the effective and ineffective feedbacks produced by ChatGPT. They were 
supposed to analyze the ineffective feedback by providing the causes of failure. Additionally, the 
participants’ uptake of GPT's feedback is examined, considering three dimensions: content, organization, 
and language. The quantity of uptakes in each of these three categories is calculated accordingly.  

An additional coder Teacher L was invited to join the research to code the interview transcriptions. 
She graduated from a US university with a doctor degree in pedagogy and has more than 30 years of 
teaching experience. All the coding were done by L. The researcher proofread the auto transcriptions 
from Tencent Meeting, a software application in China which allows users to hold meetings online. It 
can automatically transcribe the audio into written words.  
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4. Results  

4.1 General patterns in ChatGPT WFC 

4.1.1 The quantity and perceived quality of feedbacks   

Of the number of feedbacks, the highest reached 24, while the lowest was only 12. Of the total 
feedbacks produced, 80.27% are effective, 17% are ineffective, and 2.04% are categorized as “unknown”, 
as reported by the participants.  

4.1.2 Ratings of ChatGPT WFC 

Table 1 presents the rating results of quality and helpfulness of the feedbacks provided by ChatGPT. 
Five participants rated 5 for all three aspects of the quality and helpfulness, indicating they were generally 
satisfied with the whole writing practice. Student W thought that ChatGPT could point out the problems 
of his essay, but he admitted that sometimes he could not fully understand the feedback. He had to turn 
to other machine translation for help, because using Chinese was not allowed by the research. Student Y 
noted that she enjoyed the writing process with ChatGPT, but sometimes she didn’t know how to handle 
with the feedback. She expressed her concern, “The feedback is good, but I still don’t know what to do 
even if I understand where my problems are.” When asked for an example, she said, “For example, 
ChatGPT said I need more examples to support my claim, but the problem is I don’t know what examples 
I should write.”  

However, three participants (L, Z, K) give high ratings to the quality of ChatGPT’s feedback yet rated 
low for the helpfulness of supporting writing category. Student L reported in the subsequent interview 
that he thought the feedback was good, but he had hard time to figure out the meaning. He said that it 
would be much better if Chinese was allowed during the interaction process. Student Z and K also 
expressed the same request. Student Z said, “My English is not good, so it’s hard for me to use English 
with ChatGPT. Many times, I spent a lot of efforts in thinking about how to put the prompts in English 
before I finally get the feedback. It was hard, though I understand this helps me to think in English.” 
Student K expressed more directly about the wish to use Chinese instead of English when interacting 
with ChatGPT. “The amazing part of ChatGPT is you can use whatever language you want, and it can 
understand you. That’s why I think the language should not be limited to the use of English. That’s what 
technology for.”  

Most participants (Student W, S, P, L, Zh) mentioned about reduced anxiety when interacting with 
ChatGPT compared with feedback provided by humans, either teacher feedback or peer feedback. “I like 
chatting with machines more than humans. I feel less stressed. If I don’t understand something, I can ask 
GPT to translate for me…”, Student S said. 

Student Zh also mentioned the concerns of plagiarism. “I asked ChatGPT to write a paragraph for me, 
and it did! I think it’s perfect. I don’t have to change anything, but can I just copy and paste?” 

      Table 1: Scores on students’ perceived ChatGPT feedback 

Students Perceived quality of ChatGPT feedback Perceived helpfulness 
for improving writings 

 Content Organization Language  
Y 5 5 5 5 
W 5 5 5 5 
L 5 4 5 4 
Z 4 5 5 3 
S 5 5 5 5 

Zh 5 5 5 5 
P 5 5 5 5 
K 5 5 5 3 

5. Discussion  

5.1 Feedback and language proficiency  

ChatGPT as a large-scaled language model can provide consistent and timely feedback, handle large 
volumes of work, and address specific language-related issues effectively. The biggest difference 
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between ChatGPT feedback and human feedback is the quality of ChatGPT WFC depends more on the 
quality of prompts. The effectiveness and accuracy of prompts determine the accuracy and effectiveness 
of the feedback. Advance learners with high proficiency in English may have high expectations for 
nuanced and contextually relevant feedback. They might find ChatGPT's suggestions too generic for their 
advanced writing needs [17]. For low proficiency learners, on the other hand, they face much more 
challenges when interacting with ChatGPT, especially in English. When they fail to produce clear and 
accurate prompts, the quality of feedback is reduced accordingly. Prompts trainings are provided before 
the essay reviewing process. However, some participants still use prompts like “review my essay” or 
“comment on my essay”, resulting in lengthy and complicated feedback. When this happens, these 
participants often feel helpless and lost. In one case, the participant regarded the reviewing process too 
hard, as he needed to constantly produce new prompts in English. “I didn’t expect it would be so hard,” 
he reported, “I had thought using ChatGPT would have made my work easier.” 

5.2 Cognitive engagement of LP learners 

5.2.1 Difficulty in Articulating Questions 

Low-proficiency learners often struggle to articulate questions or concerns clearly, posing challenges 
in seeking precise assistance from ChatGPT. As this research categorizes learners by their English level, 
participants are mandated to use English throughout their interactions with ChatGPT. Despite pre-
experiment training provided by the researcher, participants still find generating prompts challenging. In 
contrast, human feedback, including teacher and peer feedback, doesn’t necessitate prompts. The 
feedback is structured based on specific criteria, making it more targeted. For LP learners, human 
feedback is friendlier, albeit less accessible compared to ChatGPT or other AWE. 

5.2.2 Overreliance on AI 

Low-proficiency learners may overly rely on AI feedback, neglecting the development of their 
writing and revision skills. The reviewing process presents significant challenges for these students. 
Instead of seeking written feedback and revising their work, LP students find it easier to directly request 
ChatGPT to write a paragraph for them. This inclination stems from a perceived poor English level and 
a fear mentality associated with using English. Additionally, they recognize that writing involves not 
only words and sentences but also a particular way of thinking. Consequently, when ChatGPT provides 
feedback, learners are more inclined to accept it without reservation. 

5.2.3 Limited Improvement in Writing Proficiency 

ChatGPT can provide immediate corrections, but its contribution to long-term improvements in 
writing proficiency is limited. Substantial progress in writing often requires extended periods of 
comprehensive feedback, guidance, and practice. While AI tools, like ChatGPT, offer valuable assistance, 
they cannot replace the sustained effort and guidance necessary for lasting improvement in writing skills. 

Despite AI, such as ChatGPT, being a valuable tool in assessment and feedback, it has limitations in 
understanding complex content, context, and the unique qualities of individual student work. In contrast, 
human teachers are better equipped to provide expertise, contextual understanding, personalized 
guidance, and emotional support—qualities that AI, including ChatGPT, cannot fully replicate.  
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